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Chapter 2

Letter Writing and Correspondence

Entrance to Ebifananyi, Fomu Antwerp, October 2017 / February 2018

Print above the door: lanternslide from the collection of Gayaza High School, digitised 2012. 

Quote with print, from conversation with Gayaza High School student, 2013
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The pictures following this introduction constitute a small selection of documented letters that were encountered during 

this research project. The letters put the photographs in context and taught me about when, where and under which 

circumstances they were produced. The selection offers different materialities, ranging from original handwritten documents, 

to typed carbon duplicates, to publications in books, and also interpretations or translations. 

The purpose of the sequenced letters is to illustrate how the multi-vocality that is practiced in the Ebifananyi books is 

present in the encountered documents. The letter writing in the following chapters supports the purpose of this project 

to use correspondences with photographs and documents as a research method. 

I began to consider writing letters for this purpose after the rejection of Ebifananyi #5 by Engineer Wambwa, whose 

photographs and writing are presented in the book. His response made it necessary for me to explain to him why and 

how the book was made, which created an instant and interpersonal urgency to reflect on my actions. More will be said 

about this in the letter to Engineer Wambwa in chapter 4. 

British sociologist Liz Stanley states that “the epistolary or letter form can be easily recognized and distinguished from 

other kinds of writing, because of existing in a social context with shared and largely stable conventions governing its 

form.”113  Letters have “dialogical”, “perspectival” and “emergent properties”.114 They are part of an exchange between 

particular individuals who both affect the perspective from which the letter is written. The particular context and moment 

in time in which letters are written is part of their relevance and influence the way in which certain topics are addressed. 

These conventions and characteristics of letter writing allow the analysis of my artistic practice to be shaped by individuals 

who have a direct relationship with the photographs in the books and thus keep writing connected to the realities in 

which the photographs were produced, used, and preserved. 

In the context of the dissertation, readers may understand the letters in relation to one another, yet they may not be 

familiar with certain particularities that are mentioned in individual letters. The letters position the reader of the dissertation 

outside of the correspondences that unfolded up to the moment the text was written. This is an attempt to include the 

people I worked with in Uganda and their photographs as experts, rather than to exclude the reader. At the same time 

it serves to keep the reader aware of her or his outside position in relation to the material discussed and introduces a 

voyeuristic element that has been part of the research project - both as a factor that brings excitement as well one that 

113 Stanley (2004), p. 207
114 Ibid., p. 203
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Letter encountered in personal documents that were made available to HIPUganda, with portrait by Prince Joseph Walugembe Musanje (Ebifananyi #8)

The documents were presented as part of a manuscript on Buganda hiostry with working title The Nile

Another version of this letter, including the two photographs, can be found framed on the walls of the tourist  information centre at the Lubiri, 
the palace grounds of the Kabaka of Buganda in Mengo.

continuously raises questions of legitimacy. Why am I, and why is the reader of the dissertation, in a position to look at 

and discuss these photographs? Rather than saying we should not look at these photographs, I use letters as a form 

that does not universalise the positions of the different agents in the encounter generated by my artistic practice and 

research.  

Footnotes are not part of the conventions of epistolary texts. They do however appear in the letters I wrote to Ugandans 

who I worked with, or whose materials were used in the Ebifananyi books as there are things that I can assume they 

know while the reader of the dissertation does not. The addressees of the letters and the reader of the dissertation are 

part of different “generally distributed ways of doing and making”. Just as footnotes are used with the readers of the 

dissertation in mind, other elements such as an additional pre-amble or postscript, have been considered, but I decided 

that these would unnecessarily complicate the structure of the dissertation. The footnotes also connect statements to 

relevant literature and provide links to particular pages in the Ebifananyi books and other primary sources generated as 

part of the research project. 

The relationship between the addressees of the letters and myself differs, and is addressed in the introductions to each 

chapter. The letters related to Ebifananyi #1, #2, #3, #5 and #6 are written to people who I worked with in person, while 

the addressees of the letters related to Ebifananyi 4 and 8 died long before I embarked on this research project and I do 

not know whether Kitizo Paul (Ebifananyi #7) is still alive.

At the particular moment in time in which my letters are written it is possible to look back and relate collections of photo-

graphs to each other, notice outcomes of my actions that were not obvious before, and anticipate what is still to come 

with an exhibition presenting the whole project in The Uganda Museum as a primary concern. 

The length and complexity of the eight letters is affected by how and to what extent I got to know their individual addressees 

through personal interactions, photographs and various other documents. The letter in this chapter addresses all of them 

and constructs a common ground as I introduce myself and the Ebifananyi books and exhibitions, and address the 

privileges that are connected to my background. The reproduced circular letter on p. 61, written by missionary doctor 

Schofield and his wife in 1929, informed the way the letter in this chapter was written. A digitised version of the letter was 

shared to the HIPUganda Facebook page by one of their granddaughters after I started to post some of Schofield’s 

photographs. Its presence in and influence on this dissertation is a result of the first stage in the research method 

described in the previous chapter.
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Letters by Kabaka Muteesa in Low (1971), p.5Fragment of a letter by Henry Morton Stanley. The letter is here dated in November as published in the “Daily Telegraph”.

In Stanley (1875), it is dated in April of the same year and written for the members of the Royal Geographical Society.

This fragment was photographed as part of a display in the history room of  the Uganda Museum, December 2017
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Translation by Canon of a letter written by Musa Katuramu to the Omugabe (king) of Ankole

See http://www.andreastultiens.nl/ebifananyi/2-people-poses-places-musa-katuramu/123/ for the original letter in Ebifananyi #2

One of many letters in the collection of the Ham Mukasa Family Archive (Ebifananyi #4)
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Page 1 of 4 of the circular letter the Schofield’s wrote to their friends in England

For a link to the file on the HIPUganda Facebook page see Schofield, 1929

Duplicate of a letter encountered by American medical historian Marissa Mika in her doctoral research on the Uganda Cancer Institute. 

See http://www.andreastultiens.nl/ebifananyi/7-staying-alive-uganda-cancer-institute/117/ 
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influence, and to some extent limit, the way I see the world. My interest also extended beyond the here and now 

that I was able to picture. I therefore placed my photographs alongside pictures made by others. This happened 

for instance in books I made about two villages in the Netherlands, one being the place I grew up in, the 

other one situated on the other side of the country. Juxtaposing these two villages was an attempt to discuss 

through pictures how people organise themselves in small communities with the help of both old and more 

recent traditions. The photographs kept in municipal archives and albums of people living in the villages were 

necessary to reflect on the similarities and differences my photographs showed.115

  

The first thing I did as a photographer in Uganda was to invite primary school children from a Dutch and from 

a Ugandan village to make photographs of the things that mattered in their lives to show them to each other. 

These photographs made it possible to compare life in these villages from insider perspectives. This juxtaposing 

of different contexts has taken on different forms in the books I made with your photographs, but I still take it to 

be necessary to develop an understanding of things outside of what is already known.116 

Before I became acquainted with your photographs I met Kaddu Wasswa, an elder who documented his life 

extensively in photographs. While we worked on a biography about his life117 I continued to search for, and 

therefore encountered, other collections of photographs. These collections were not easily accessible, and 

therefore I developed strategies to contribute to a diverse and critical documentation of Uganda’s past by 

making the outcomes of my search publicly available.

Searching for and encountering collections of photographs in Uganda led to numerous experiences and 

observations that complicated my point of departure. I learned that historical photographs would mainly pro-

vide information about the lives of Ugandans that were in relative privileged positions, because having and 

making photographs was for most of the 20th century, and to some extent still is, connected to particular so-

cietal positions and financial resources. I was also confronted with differences between the Netherlands and 

Uganda in the educational systems in order to become a photographer. It was and still is not possible to be 

trained as a photographer in Uganda through vocational or university education. Photography courses are 

included in programs in mass communication and art, but the classes mainly teach the theory of how to 

make photographs and do not offer hands on practice or reflection on the medium. 

All the photographers who I met and heard about in Uganda were either self-taught, travelled abroad for 

their education, participated in workshops that were usually facilitated by foreigners, or were informally 

trained by other photographers.118 

After searching for collections of photographs for several years I learned that the words ekifananyi in Luganda 

and ebishushani in Runyakitara do not only signify a photograph but any kind of likeness. From this moment 

on I started to take into consideration that the distinctions that were made in my education between photographs 

and likenesses made in paint or pencil had to be reconsidered in the Ugandan context. While I intended to 

learn about Uganda through photographs, it became apparent that I had to learn from them. I needed to 

widen the categories of pictures that were relevant in order to understand them in your context.

115 Stultiens, 2002
116 The exhibition Things That Matter took place in the Uganda Museum, Kampala, August 2008, and the Africa Museum in Cadier en Keer  
October 2010. A video of the opening in of the exhibition can be found here: https://vimeo.com/147171679 Last accessed 25-09-2018
117 Kaddu Wasswa was born in 1933. Our initial work led to The Kaddu Wasswa, a visual biography (Stultiens 2010-a). Kaddu Wasswa and I 
are currently working on a follow up to this publication. Two other publications (Stultiens 2010-a and 2013) show, respectively, photo studios in 
Uganda and how the visualisation of Uganda in the Tourism industry relates to aspects of everyday life.
118 Vokes (2012), pp. 214-215 and Behrend (2001), p. 303 confirm these stories.

Introductions in a circular letter

Dear all,

I must first of all apologise if the tone and content of this letter strikes you as too informal or otherwise in-

appropriate. I am aware of your respective societal positions and, to some extent, familiar with the conventions 

attached to these positions. The people of the Netherlands, my country of birth, are known for their directness, 

bluntness even. If I come across as rude or ask questions that are impertinent from your perspective, please 

keep in mind that these questions are the result of a combination of ignorance and genuine interest in your 

lives and the pictures they are connected to. Based on that interest and a more general curiosity concerning 

photographs in Uganda I made books and exhibitions with those pictures.

This circular letter serves as an introduction to letters written to each one of you individually. These letters 

explain what I have done with your photographs and why. When this is relevant they will also include how 

people responded to the books and exhibitions that present your pictures. 

It feels as though I have gotten to know each one of you through your pictures and stories connected to them. 

To make sure we are on somewhat common ground I thought it might be a good idea to introduce myself to 

all of you at once, and to tell you about the way in which your photographs are presented in the books and 

exhibitions in general terms. 

I was born in 1974 and grew up in a village in the predominantly Catholic south of the Netherlands. My parents 

moved to this village from elsewhere in the region after their marriage. The village is not considered to be 

ancestral ground. I grew up speaking Dutch and ‘Limburgs’, a local dialect related to German. My father is 

now retired but worked a middle class job in a post office and my mother is a housewife. My (only) sister and 

I were regularly taken to museums, theatre performances and concerts. A primary school in the village and a 

secondary school in the nearest town took care of my initial education, which was continued in a city further 

up north in the Netherlands. After some deviations with programs left unfinished, I finally realised that I wanted 

to be a photographer which led to further studies at three different universities in my country and ended up 

with a bachelor and two master degrees in photography. 

When visiting a Dutch friend living in Uganda the experience of feeling both connected to and alienated 

from the people I met made a big impression on me. This led to an attempt to use something supposedly 

known - photography - to familiarise myself with something unknown to me - Ugandan culture. Over time 

this turned out to be a naive and problematic position that I will return to later. 

I found that there were, compared to the Netherlands, few historical photographs in Uganda. Not long after 

graduating as a photographer I became aware of the limitations of my particular gaze. I am a woman and 

my eyes are positioned five foot two above the ground when I stand. These are among many other factors that 
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While designing the books, selecting photographs, sequencing them and then placing them on the pages, 

two rules were developed. The first rule is that the materiality of your photographs had to be visible in the re-

productions in the books. This materiality is found in the paper that carries the picture, in the frame or album 

a photograph is placed in. These objects tell us about whether and how pictures were protected against dust 

and insects, how photographs were valued and where they were kept. A date, a name or an anecdote written 

on the back of a photograph tells us which information someone, at some point in the picture’s existence, 

thought should be preserved with it. These and other marks are traces that can be read as witnesses to the 

passing of time between the moment the picture was produced and the moment in which it was reproduced 

in the book. Not only the picture is considered to be worth sharing, these traces are too.123  

The second rule was that there always had to be at least two views or voices present alongside each other to

 avoid the suggestion that the book delivers a conclusive history.124 There are, for instance, on several occasions

in the books different people who comment on or interpret the same photograph, either in words or in pictures. 

History is thought of as a version of the lived past that is communicated in one way or another. While working

with your photographs people responded and connected them to pasts in different ways. This made it possible 

to compare what I heard and saw myself to what I read in books that were written by explorers and other authors 

who rarely reflect on their own positions. Sometimes stories that related to photographs seemed to contradict 

each other or claims made in these books. Since there was no reason to distrust the people who told me the 

stories they were treated as the results of different perspectives on the same past and are presented in the 

books without a hierarchical order.

The books themselves are small and may remind you of pocket Bibles or Qurans. They are bulky, which is 

meant to suggest that their content is substantial. The covers are made of plain paper in one colour. Each 

book has a title and a subtitle on its front cover, one word on its spine, and a quote on its back. The books 

have a slightly rough and sturdy look due to their binding that is not covered as is usually seen. The threads 

that hold the pages of the book together can be seen. The pages of the books are mostly filled with pictures. 

These pictures either fill the page or bleed off it. There are also texts, but they are meant to complement the 

pictures and not the other way around. The pictures are placed in sequences. Their meaning is partly formed 

by the way in which they complement or contradict the pictures on the previous and following pages. The 

texts provide facts or otherwise create a context, which helps the reader of the pictures to understand what 

can be seen on them. The cut of the pages shows when a page has content that bleeds off it, which makes it 

instantly clear that these are not textbooks. The books are made to be objects that not only carry meaning in 

the sequenced pictures on their pages, but also in their materiality. 

With the hope that this informs your reading of the book that presents your photographs, I look forward to 

further correspondences with you and others interested in your photographs.125 

With best regards, 

Andrea

123 Edwards (2002). Also see Geissler (ed.) (2016)
124 This rule leads to what anthropologist Jay Ruby (US) calls “a multi-vocal documentary. Ruby (1991)
125 Correspondences is here used ambiguously. It refers directly to the other letters written, but also to the concept as used by and adopted  
from Ingold.

In addition to the pre-conceived ideas of what a photograph is, my skin colour and the geographical, 

political and economical background I came from were important factors while working with your photographs. 

The differences between the choices and opportunities the Ugandans, who try to earn a living by making 

photographs, and I have, are striking. Most of these Ugandans cannot afford to travel to the Netherlands. Getting 

a visa to enter Europe can be a complicated and costly process these days, without guarantee of success 

while it is possible for me to simply pay an amount of money at the border and enter Uganda.

My privileged position has historical roots that can be traced back to the colonial history connecting Europe 

and Africa to each other. The books written by early European explorers who came to the area that is present-

day Uganda are based on the ambitions of European countries to build empires, and these explorers seemed 

to take their (privileged) positions for granted.119 Speke, Stanley and other early European visitors to Buganda 

were received in person by the Kabaka,120 and they were given accommodation and food. Instead of showing 

surprise about the honour of being received by a local ruler, the visitors mention at length the whims of their 

host.121 

Times have changed. It is no longer unusual to meet white people in Uganda, particularly in urban areas. 

I am nevertheless often still first a white person when meeting new people. This feels uncomfortable but, iron-

ically, my work might have been a lot harder without the trust I was given because of my skin colour. The first 

time someone told me that this was the case it was hard to believe, but the remark was repeated over and 

over. I grew increasingly aware that it was impossible to escape the privileges attached to skin colour, both 

the discomfort it caused and the benefits it gave. I decided that the access to collections of photographs gave 

me the responsibility to make your photographs available to audiences in appropriate ways.

The English noun ‘appropriation’ stems from the verb to appropriate and the Latin appropriatus, to make one’s 

own. When used as an adjective, the meaning of the word shifts. To appropriate becomes appropriate, as in 

suitable, or proper. You could say that your photographs were appropriated for my particular interest in how 

photographs are used and function. I, however, tried to develop appropriate ways to present your pictures. 

Whether the books that were made with your photographs indeed are appropriate ways to present them, 

and when and for whom they might actually become misplaced appropriation is part of what is addressed 

in the next letter you will receive from me. 

The efforts in working with your photographs serve two purposes. The first one is, as already mentioned, to 

make more photographs that relate to Uganda’s past available to audiences with an interest in that past. 

Members of this audience are mostly found in Uganda. But there is also quite a following among the Ugandan 

diaspora in the United Kingdom, Northern America and among scholars with an interest in Uganda’s past.122

The second purpose is to reconsider what photographs can be, taking their particular uses in Uganda into 

account. A recurring issue in this respect is what we can know through these photographs beyond the 

ebifananyi or likenesses they show. The audience for this second purpose is not necessarily interested in 

photographs of the Ugandan past, but in photographs in general. Members of this audience can be found 

for instance at conferences and at the exhibitions of your photographs that took place in spaces that are 

dedicated to art and photography.

119 See Speke (1864), Grant (1864), Chaillé-Long (1877), (Stanley) 1878
120 The Kabaka in the words of Ugandan artist Violet Nantume: “is elevated above all and everything else”:
http://www.andreastultiens.nl/ebifananyi/4-simuda-nyuma-forward-ever-backward-never-based-images-ham-mukasa/78/
121 e.g. Speke (1864), p. 286, Stanley (1878), p. 336
122 Based on statistics provided by Facebook and Wordpress in relation to the HIPUganda Facebook page and website, and personal exchanges  
with researchers working on topics related to Uganda’s past.
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